
Final leg of The Refugee Project,

Crossings
Bikem Ekberzade is ending her documentary photography project, The Refugee Project, which she started in the Balkans 
in 1998 and has been running in different geographies since, with a finale called Crossings

Photojournalist, documentary photographer and author Bikem Ekberzade, is ending her 18 year running documentary photography 
project with a large archive of visual documentation on forced migration from different conflicts, with a final “intervention.” Crossings 
is the final leg of this extensive documentary project, and it is a eulogy of sorts to the increasing number of deaths we are bearing 
witness to in the Mediterranean, and the Aegean seas, as a result of deadly sea-crossings undertaken by people as a last resort to 
reach safety and a better life. 

Having met its first live audience as part of a joint exhibit in Istanbul, on June 9th, as a video installation (in Turkish), and as a 
magazine insert, Crossings has officially started. It will continue be displayed in different formats in print, as video art, still projection 
on stage with live reading performances in different cities and venues. First two live performances of Crossings will take place in 
Istanbul, Turkey and Galway, Ireland the weekend prior to and the week starting June 20, otherwise known as World Refugee Day. 
Details will be available through the project’s web site1, which has been active since April.

Bikem refers to the project as a “cross-platform intervention”, taking its strength from journalism and documentary production while 
making use of the creative flexibilities of the visual art domain. The project has so far been translated into five languages in addition 
to its native Turkish, the majority of the languages being of European origin. 

Language is the first barrier towards mutual understanding. Thus Bikem and her team hope to also bring down other barriers such 
as fear of the unknown, of strangers, and of change throughout the project’s lifespan. Crossings will continue until border controls 
for people at risk ease, and safe passage is granted to people fleeing conflicts and a certain death. 

Short history of The Refugee Project 2

Bikem started The Refugee Project (TRP) at the onset of the Kosovo crisis in 1998. The documentary photography project is 
designed to bear witness to the lives of families displaced, and the challenges they face living in temporary settlements 
and camps, while crossing the border or while waiting to be resettled. Bikem soon set off to cover conflicts and forced 
migration in different geographies, documenting first hand accounts of flight of vulnerable groups such as the IDP (inter-
nally displaced people) populations in Azerbaijan (2000), Afghan families in Pakistan (2001), Shomalis displaced within 
Afghanistan (2001), families fleeing the massacres in Darfur (2005) and migrants and refugees awaiting safe passage in 
Turkey (2003). 

Bikem’s three year long documentation of the everyday lives of two African women, both single mothers, whose cases 
(applications for refugee status) have been closed by the UNHCR in Turkey led to the Project’s first book: Illegal. The

1 Crossings: http://crossingstrp.wordpress.com
2 The Refugee Project official website: http://therefugeeprojectweb.wordpress.com
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women, stuck in a metropolis, were trying to carve out a living, and failing to do so, with no legal documents, were plot-
ting to cross first into Greece and then further into Europe. The book, first published in 2006, in Turkish is one of the first 
books on urban refugees in Turkey. Its original version in English1, has been made available online last year.

In 2010, following her visits to camps along the Chad - Sudan border, Bikem published her second book, West-end of 
the Border 2 online, and with free access. The book is a combination of families’ first hand account of flight and Bikem’s 
personal experiences in the Sahel, while traveling to reach the refugee families stuck on border camps. The e-book of 
photography is one of the first examples of its kind, designed and distributed through digital platforms only. No print cop-
ies are made available, specifically, as the conflict in Darfur is one that is exacerbated due to climate change, drought 
and access to resources. 

The Refugee Project has rendered several exhibits at home in Turkey and worldwide, couple of the most prominent 
displays being at a House of Docs side event in 2002 during the Sundance Film Festival, titled Politics and Conflict; and 
in Winnipeg, Canada where 11 architects designed living spaces based on the photographs from the collection. The 
Project is a non-profit initiative to create awareness and any/all its proceeds are spent on the project only. 

Then why is she bringing The Project to an end?

Despite an 18 year long journey of trying to create awareness on forced migration and form a platform through which refugees 
themselves could tell their own stories of phlight firsthand, Bikem sadly watched in camps, on the shores of the Aegean and the 
Mediterranean, at border crossings in Turkey and beyond, as conditions deteriorated and the dead amassed. “All these years of 
keeping the project alive in hopes of changing a tiny bit to the better, people’s opinion, their way of thinking, and how they relate 
to refugees and migrants,” she says, she feels to have amounted to nothing. Thus she decided to end the project with Crossings. 
She feels that if she chooses to continue with The Refugee Project, TRP will be just another collection of photographs people will 
glance over and forget, much like the photographs we see everyday on the magazines and newspapers on our breakfast tables, 
and those we thumb through on our mobile devices. 

As time passes and forced migration becomes more visible, nations are undertaking harsher measures against victims of wars, 
poverty, hunger. Discrimination, fed by fear which originates in the unknown, despite random odd stories to the contrary, is omni-
present at arrival points of the refugee and migrant populations.

Neither readmission agreements and sea crossings, nor the “refugee crisis in the heart of Europe” are new phenomenons. Yet they 
are covered in shock and awe by the western media as if they are taking place for the first time. Just as photographs of migrants 
and refugees are pouring in from all directions, with no substantial or durable solution offered to alleviate the sufferrings, we find 
ourselves moving closer yet another summer season where crossings are expected to continue at ever increasing numbers.  So, 
exactly at such a time, Bikem, is ending The Refugee Project and turning the page over to  Crossings. 

1 Plan B Publishing, 2006 http://www.issuu.com/bikemekberzade/docs/illegal-webfinal
2 http://www.thevirtualstory.com/weob

“Being a refugee is a legal notion. And a refugee is a human being. Like you and me. A photographer has taken a shot, published 

it with a short caption that reads “refugee family.” Wouldn’t one ask: “Is it a profession?” Will it be handed down from father to 

son for example? Being a refugee is a legal status detailed in the Geneva Convention. Those conventions are important. They 

always lay out definitions. They are there to make your work as a journalist easy. For example, if you are a photojournalist and 

know these definitions, you may take a photo, write the words “refugee family” underneath, file it in, and watch it become the next 

headline. The photograph and the family turn into reliable consumables which in turn will be forgotten in less than three days... 
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What, 

Although Crossings is the final leg of a massive visual archive, the intervention, instead of making use of it all, pushes it aside 
and makes a single photograph which Bikem took in September 2015 on an empty small island in the Aegean Sea off the Turkish 
coast, the centerpiece. The photograph is one of a deflated dinghy, washed ashore and tangled up in pebblestones. Bikem came 
upon the photograph in the aftermath of  yet another tragedy where lives were lost during a failed sea crossing between Turkey 
and Greece. Other than the remnant of a tragedy, and some seagulls, the small coast is empty. Unlike the majority of the photo-
graphs from Bikem’s archive on forced migration, this one frame doesn’t have any people in it. The large text which sits over the 
photograph, filling every inch of space on the otherwise empty canvas says it all: It is a culmination of years of following conflicts, 
humanitarian crises and forced migration. Stories blend into each other as the text skims over Bikem’s memories. Memory and 
remembering play a large part in Crossings. Throughout the text, at times she is conversing with a refugee woman, other times an 
aid worker, a friend, or both.

Regardless of the fact that Crossings is the final leg of The Refugee Project, as the website for it expanded and became more 
interactive, and as the venues in which it could meet with people multiplied, the team now realizes that TRP is fast morphing into 
Crossings. So rather than an ending, it has been more like an evolution. As Bikem puts it, “The Refugee Project as we know it may 
have ended, but Crossings is here, and it will continue to be here until borders open and people who are forced off their lands can 
be granted safe passage in neighbouring countries, and lives lost in transit are a distant and bad memory.” 

Where, when, 

Crossings will be on display in Istanbul until the end of June with a live reading taking place at KargART, Kadıköy, on 18th of June 
(the weekend prior to World Refugee Day). On June 20th there will be a live reading of the work in Galway, Ireland at Áras na Mac 
Léinn, The View, the National University of Ireland, accompanied by an exhibit of photographs from The Refugee Project at the 
Galway City Library. The exhibit will run throughout the Refugee Week. Another live performance will take place as part of Manifes-
ta 11, in Zurich on September 3. The intervention is also a part of Çanakkale Biennial. Coordinates of venues and dates and times 
are being made available on the project’s website.1 In between, its website will stay active, as the videos of the work in different 
languages will be prepared and posted online. A mobile app which will soon be available through its website is also in the works 
and there is an open call in place asking people who witness crossings and their aftermath to send in their own material. 

For further details, please feel free to contact us via,

      http://crossingstrp.wordpress.com

      @crossingstrp 

      https://www.facebook.com/Crossings-178658869194422/

      crossingstrp@gmail.com

1 https://crossingstrp.wordpress.com/follow-us/
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